which our team has undergone, and expected an easy victory, as we had the fatigue of the Williams game the day before. Their quarter-back and captain played superbly. Our team tackled finely, especially the half-backs, Bemis and Duane. There was no weak spot evident, the whole eleven playing an errorless game. The improvement is remarkable, and due entirely to faithful training and practice. Great credit should be given Captain Herrick for his perseverance and up-hill work.

Exeter vs. Technology.

Our team went to Exeter November 6th, and easily defeated Phillips Academy. The game was played in a pouring rain. Our team had the kick-off, and rushes by Duane and Dearborn carried the ball to their line, where Duane made the first touch-down after four minutes play. Fine rushes by Exeter's half-backs brought the ball near our goal, where it stayed until Kimball made a long run half the length of the field. Duane rushed through, and made the second touch-down for Technology. Exeter now kept the ball, and the play was in our ground.

McFarlan, Exeter's captain, made a fine run, securing a touch-down, from which a goal was kicked. The ball then went back and forth, Devens doing good work as full-back, until time was called. Score: Technology, 8; Exeter, 6.

In the second half, play lasted but fifteen minutes, and the ball was in Exeter's ground all the time. Dearborn and Duane rushed, and Duane scored a touch-down in three minutes. Dearborn soon made another fine run. Herrick passed to Devens, who was finely tackled by McFarlan. Devens was substituted by Sterns. Dearborn made another touch-down by a run, and Duane kicked a goal. McFarlan now made a good rush, but the lost ground was easily regained, and Vorce made the last touch-down just before time was called. Total score: Technology, 22; Exeter, 6.

Exeter has a fine player in McFarlan, but the rest of the team need practice. Duane and Dearborn, on our side, rushed finely, and Vorce and Devens tackled well. It is many years since we beat Exeter, but we hope that this game will be the inauguration of a new series. Our team should have had a larger number of supporters. Only two men were there to share in the victory.

Technology vs. Williams.

Game was called at 1:45 in a heavy snow-storm. It was a regular Williams day, there being three inches of snow on the ground. The aspect of the field was very similar to that of the field at Springfield in our game there last year. Williams won the toss and chose the windward goal, making our men play with the wind and snow in their faces. Tech had the kick-off and opened out well. Herrick passed to Bartlett, who made a good rush. Duane also made a good rush. Williams got the ball when it was kicked out of bounds, and directly began to regain their lost ground. By a series of short rushes the ball came toward our goal, and in five minutes after play was commenced Williams made a touch-down, from which a goal was kicked. After the kick-off the ball was forced to Williams' twenty-five-yard line, but soon came back to the center of the field again. Dearborn made a good rush. A kick by Duane was stopped by a Williams rusher. Dearborn fell on the ball. The ball then went to our goal-line by a series of kicks, and in thirty minutes Williams made another touch-down, from which a goal was kicked. After the kick-off the ball was forced to Williams' twenty-five-yard line, but soon came back to the center of the field again. Dearborn made a good rush. A kick by Duane was stopped by a Williams rusher. Dearborn fell on the ball. The ball then went to our goal-line by a series of kicks, and in thirty minutes Williams made another touch-down, from which a goal was kicked. The ball after the kick-off came back toward our goal, and another touch-down was made in the corner of the field. The punt-out was muffed. No further score was made in this half, and time was called with the ball on our twenty-five-yard line. Score, 16 - 0.

Our men played better the second half, and Williams confined themselves wholly to keeping the ball, often carrying it back ten yards, to avoid losing it. At the end of twenty-five minutes the ball was directly in front of our goal. After three downs the ball was passed to Belden, who kicked a fine goal from the field. After this the ball was mostly in the center, Williams